Newsletter April 2009
DISTEC’s New Walk-In Light Box System
The most attractive solution for health & safety at work

DISTEC has always been keen to advance product developments constantly, not only with regards to design and
performance but also concerning health and safety for the
service personnel.

Already in March 2007 we presented our first 48-sheet
Walk-In Light Box which we installed for Clear Channel in
London, UK.
The success of this box did not make us rest on our laurels.
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Instead, it has been a motivation and has become the
mainspring to work on an even optimized version which we
are proud to present now.
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DISTEC’s Walk-In Light
Box 2009

Sizes range from 46-sheet (6x3m) to 96-sheet (12x3m) and
other megaformats.
As a standard,the entry door is on the left hand side of the
unit. If preferred to have it on the right side, this can easily
be reversed during assembly. The entry side is equipped
with a ladder support as a saftety feature, and of course the
door is secured with a lock and is provided with a holdopen latch to prevent it from closing while you are entering
the unit.
DISTEC‘s Walk-In Light Box holds the weight of three service persons standing inside the unit and it is designed in line
with UK „Health & Safety“ working requirements, including
a non-slip surface inside, a safety harness for the workers
etc.
The Walk-In Light box creates a really safe working environment.
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On top of the safety issues, DISTEC‘s Walk-In Light Box makes service
and maintenance easy and effective:
·
·
·
·

Access to the unit is quick
Components are durable
Posters are tensioned by a lower rail system and a lateral
swing-arm system
Posters are connected to each side by keder

The advantages of the new 2009 version of the DISTEC Walk-In Light
Box are obvious:
Have a look at the pictures and you will see that the box looks rather
slim with a very contemporary and attractive shape.
Last but not least the Walk-In 2009 is a modular system and is available at very attractive prices. Please contact us !
Always at the pulse of time, DISTEC has even turned it up a notch:
We have equipped our Walk-In Light Box 2009 with our „enblue“
power LED-tubes, double-sided, with a beam angle of 2 x 120°, thus
combining a nice and pane illumination with valuable savings in
energy and CO² emission as well as an extended product life. For
further details, please check out under www.enbluetec.com.
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